
SAMPLE PAPER FOR CLASS 5 ENTRANCE EXAM 
 

ENGLISH 
I. Read, understand and choose the correct answer and fill in the blanks :-                

The story of Egypt is the story of a river. Without the River Nile, Egypt would have been a 

desert from end to end. Cairo, the capital of Egypt is situated on the bank of River Nile; not 

very far across the Nile is Giza. The famous Pyramids of Egypt are situated in Giza. Amir and 

his parents are visiting the Egyptian pyramids for the first time. 

    Choose the correct answer: 
01. The story of Egypt is the story of ___________________. 

 
A) the Nile           B) the Ganga             C) fairy tales         D) Cairo 

 
02. What is the capital of Egypt? 

            A) New Delhi        B) Giza                     C) Nile                  D) Cairo 
II Study the advertisement and tick the right answers to the questions given below:  

                    

 
                                                               LOOK OUT 

                                                      FOR THE GRAND FESTIVAL SALE  

                                                   1 October - 15 October, 2011               
            
       Bargain Corner 
        Dictionaries 
 UP TO       Story Books 
                                    50 % DISCOUNT        Magazines 
                                           On all items!!     All at low prices 
                                          
 
      
  
       Multimedia Corner 
                                    Stationery corner         Computer games 
                                      Charts, pencils                          Software &computer accessories 
  School bags 
                                            Crayons 
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03. What is there to look out for? 

A. A daily sale             B. A garage sale              C. A festive sale            D. A shop 
      
04.  To look for a dictionary at the fair one must go to  

A. the Multimedia corner   B. the Bargain corner    C. the Stationary corner   D. no corner 
 
 
05. The sale ends on 

A. 8 October              B. 15 October             C. 1 October          D. an unknown date. 
 
 
 III  Circle the suitable plural for the following-  
06. Child- 

A. childs               B. childrens          C. children               D. child 
 

07.  Mouse- 
A. mouses             B. mouse’s           C. mice                     D. mices 

       
          
IV   Choose the past tense of the words in the brackets.  

 
09.  Rohan                (catch)                 the ball.  

A. catched      B.  will catch           C.  will caught         D. catching. 

10.  Seeta             (go)             home. 

A.   went          B. will go                 C. going                  D. gone 

V   Circle the correct preposition.  

11. They sat down ___________ the table to eat. 

A. at              B.  on                     C. in                       D. by 

12. I will give you the book ________ tomorrow. 

A. at              B. on                       C. in                       D. by 

VI  Given below are jumbled sentences. Choose the correct sentence from the options:           

13.  a day an apple is eating health for good. 

A. A apple an day is good for eating health . 

B. Eating an apple a day is good for health. 

C. Good for health is eating a day an apple. 

D. An apple a day eating is good for health. 
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VII  Tick the right meaning for the given words-  

14. Letter 

             A. Male                    B. Mail                  C. Mane                D. Mial 

VIII  Choose an adjective that best fits in the following:   

15. The giraffe is _____________ than an elephant. 

                    A. tall                B. taller                     C. tallest                D. the tallest 

IX       Choose the sentence with correct punctuation.                                                              
16.  

A. the train goes from chennai  to  bangalore. 
B. The train goes from Chennai to Bangalore 
C. the train goes from chennai  to  Bangalore 
D. The train goes from Chennai to Bangalore. 
 

17. Little children love to have pets. What would you want as a pet? What would you name him? 
What would you do with him? Think about it and then write a paragraph on “My Pet”.       (5) 
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